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ABSTRACT

Next generation applications will demand more cost effective programming abstractions to reduce increasing maintenance and development costs. In this context, the article explores the integration of an efficient programming language and high level real time programming abstractions. The resulting abstraction is called Embedded Cyber Physical C (ECP C) and it is useful for designing real time applications directly on C. The abstraction has its roots on the real time Java: one of the most modern programming languages, which benefited from mature programming patterns previously developed for other languages. It also targets embedded processors running on limited hardware. ECP C takes the programming abstractions described in real time Java and reflects them into a C application system, providing extensions for multi threading, resource sharing, memory management, external event, signaling, and memory access. It also reports on the performance results obtained in a set of infrastructures used to check ECP C, providing clues on the overhead introduced by these mechanisms on limited infrastructures.

1. Introduction

Next generation real time applications require abstractions to hide the complexity of the underlying infrastructure [31, 39, 16, 9, 56]. Among the multiple options included in the state of the art one identifies the use of MDA (model driven architecture) [16, 51, 36, 50] and increasing the portability of different pieces of software with patterns as two complementary ways to reduce the complexity involved in the development of next generation real time systems. The use of these two methodologies comes with advantages in maintenance and development costs. However, they are also sources of inefficiency and overhead that have to be properly quantified as designing applications.

Recently, low cost hardware infrastructures such as Arduino [4, 48, 26], and Raspberry Pi [17, 49] have appeared, guaranteeing universal access to replicable infrastructures. This type of platforms represents an opportunity to embedded systems designers to developed with extraordinarily cheap, replicable, and accessible hardware (less than 5€ per node costs). Another common feature of this type of infrastructure is that they have a very reduced amount of resources available: for instance, some versions of Arduino offer only 32 Kbytes. Therefore, they demand specific adaptations of existing real time technology, like operating systems and programming frameworks, to be efficiently deployed on them. Running heavy infrastructures like the RTSJ (The Real Time Specification for Java) [7] in these small computation infrastructures seems prohibitive.

This type of constraint is not new in the embedded community where the use of microcontrollers running minimalistic real time operating systems such as SimpleRTK [23] and ChibiOS [14] has a long tradition. However, the use of programming abstractions and generic real time programming models like those available in real time Java which include high level facilities for multithreading programming, scheduling policies, and schedulers are not properly supported by these ad hoc kernels, which are mainly focused on accessing resources.

To alleviate this lack, it is proposed a programming library for real time systems in the context of the C language, which is the main programming language in most embedded infrastructures. The approach takes its computational model from the programming models described in RTSJ [27, 10], which has benefited from the integration of high level programming facilities into its API. Also, it is partially inspired in other high integrity profiles such as Ravenscar Java [30] and SCJ (Safety Critical Java) [28] that produced computational subsets for different application domains.

Another advantage of C is the efficiency in the amount of memory and speed processor required to implement the application. It also has practical advantages in terms of compilers and runtimes
available and an important number of programming libraries written in C.

The definition of a programming framework for developing real-time systems is not new in the context of the C language. This idea appeared in several works [32,32,51,15] that addressed lacks in concurrent support for real-time systems, other low-level facilities, and also in the real-time POSIX standard [37].

The proposed approach, called ECP C (Embedded Cyber Physical C), addresses different limitations of the C programming model, borrowing architectural elements defined in RTSJ. It also incorporates low level facilities required for a cyber physical system, in terms of “connectivity” via I/O interfaces [21,49,52].

ECP C imitates real-time Java because it is one of the most modern real-time programming languages. It is commonly accepted [10] that there are three real-time programming languages: C, Ada, and Java. Among them, C is the most popular language for embedded systems but it lacks many high-level programming facilities. It is also the most primitive and currently it lacks some building blocks required in a real-time system such as a scheduler, threading, and real-time synchronization protocols. Ada addressed many of limitations of C like the lack of a proper definition for types and it also standardized the programming language and the real-time extensions. Real-time Java was the last programming language to enter the scene, learning from previous C and Ada experience. Therefore, throughout this article ECP C is compared with real-time Java.

The rest of the article describes the library (Sections 2 and 3), provides an application example developed with the library (Section 4), and evaluates the performance of the library (Section 5) on a small microcontroller running on a naked implementation and on top of an embedded operating system. Then, the article connects the approach with the related work (Section 6). Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions and introduces future work.

2. Enhancement areas and profiles in ECP-C

Before entering the description of the API of ECP C, this section lays the foundations necessary to understand ECP C from a high-level perspective. This architecture is based on the concept of enhancement areas, borrowed from RTSJ, where each area refers to a set of facilities required to develop applications. ECP C also includes the possibility of having constrained profiles, each one targeting to a different end system.

ECP C targets at real-time applications with support for fixed priority scheduling systems theory, typically used to support many real-time applications [43,33]. Taking as a starting point the standard libraries included in a plain C tool chain like (AVR GCC, 2014), ECP C defines seven enhancement areas. Each enhancement area refers to a specific set of drawbacks or lacks in the support offered by the standard C library to a real-time system developer.

The list of areas that potentially may be improved includes efficient support for multi-threading abstractions; resource sharing policies in charge of controlling the access to shared information; efficient memory management algorithms with constrained memory; external events connecting ECP C to external events; asynchronous signaling in charge of providing notifications among threads via signals; and mechanisms to access physical memory positions with read-write support. These facilities are analyzed in Section 3.

2.1. Enhancement areas in ECP C

2.1.1. Threading

This enhancement area refers to the lack of support in the C standard library to multithreading programming, which is an essential building block to develop real-time systems. Currently, to develop concurrent programs in C one has to resort to other libraries such as POSIX threads. To address this drawback, ECP C offers a concurrency model by means of real-time threads, which may be grouped into periodic, sporadic, and aperiodic, following the classical activation patterns, which may be optionally mapped to POSIX threads when they are available. In ECP C threads may be implicitly allocated, removed, and use at least 28 preemptive priorities as in RTSJ. This minimum set of priorities is required to guarantee that most of the scheduling algorithms may run properly [43,57,59].

2.1.2. Resource sharing

The threading model is complemented by a set of mechanisms to perform efficient thread synchronization, which are not available in the standard library. In some cases, they may be supported with POSIX mutexes and variable conditions. This type of support is required by many state of the art algorithms which use specific policies to reduce priority inversion when threads share information. In ECP C, threads may share information by using safe synchronization functions. The list of mechanisms supported in ECP C includes non-blocking queues, semaphores, signals, and an atomic block primitive which is not included in RTSJ. ECP C does not support the synchronized statement of Java because of its inherent complexity.

2.1.3. Memory management

The memory allocation is also part of the set of enhancement areas and it is in charge of offering efficient memory management algorithms. The current support included in many tool chains may be insufficient when the application has to make an extensive use of the dynamic memory allocation and deallocation. The allocators included in a plain tool chain, like AVR GCC, were not specifically designed for real-time performance and they require specific algorithms. Therefore ECP C offers facilities to intercept these mechanisms and use more efficient alternatives. ECP C allocates and deallocates memory blocks into two allocation contexts: its private stack, storing information in the record allocated in each function; and the heap via a specific malloc() and free() statements, shared by all threads.

Optionally, ECP C enables other types of strategies that are similar to the scoped memory of RTSJ [with malloc() and free() statements, shared by all threads].

Optionally, ECP C enables other types of strategies that are similar to the scoped memory of RTSJ [with malloc() and free() statements, shared by all threads].

2.1.4. External events

Another generic limitation in a plain tool chain for C is the lack of generic mechanisms to connect external events, typically triggered by interrupts, to the application. To address these limitations properly, ECP C provides a way to connect external events (essentially, interrupts) to functions handled by the application.

2.1.5. Asynchronous thread signaling

Another limitation of a typical GCC tool chain, which is shared with a Java infrastructure, is the lack of mechanisms that enable transference of signals from one thread into another. This mechanism enables the development of richer applications. In the ECP C infrastructure, threads may communicate via asynchronous signals.

2.1.6. Raw memory access

Lastly, many embedded systems require direct access to physical memory positions to perform low level I/O communications.
ECP C standardizes this low level access required to read/write a certain memory address in an 8/16/32 bits format, following the RTSJ model.

2.2. Three profiles

ECP C defines profiles as a subset of a whole infrastructure called general ECP C profile. Each profile defines operational units in the infrastructure that are typically targeted to different specific application domains. Currently, it defines three profiles called micro, mini, and general profile.

2.2.1. Micro ECP C profile

This profile includes a minimal support for systems that do not require resource deallocation facilities. This type of profile is useful for embedded systems with an initialization followed by a mission phase running forever. It is also the simplest profile from the perspective of the implementation, because it does not require deallocation support.

2.2.2. Mini ECP C profile

This profile refers to a micro subset with support for resource deallocation. This type of profile is targeted to applications that require efficient and dynamic resource management.

2.2.3. General ECP C profile

This profile refers to a more general API, with an expressiveness power similar to the support included in the RTSJ specification. This profile targets at a platform similar to the whole RTSJ API but intended for C developers.

Each different profile interprets (i) portability; (ii) scalability; and (iii) extendibility in a different way. Currently, in ECP C portability is given by the C language and there are no specific mappings to real time POSIX, which may be developed to increase applications portability when running on top of an operating system. Scalability is not a major issue in the micro and mini profiles which run in very constrained execution environments; this concern is more related to the general ECP C. However, this type of support is more in tune with the general profile, which may require the use of pluggable schedulers. Mini and micro profiles, which do not demand that support, target to smaller infrastructures. Regarding extendibility, several approaches to increase and extend the functionality currently offered by ECP C. One may define new functions and additionally another should be to specify object attributes to configure the behavior of the underlying algorithms.

The rest of the article refers to the mini and micro subsets, only.

3. Micro and mini ECP-C profiles

This section covers the main functions designed for the mini and micro profiles and it also establishes analogy with the RTSJ whenever possible. In addition, the differences among RTSJ and ECP C are also properly explained.

3.1. Threading API

From the perspective of real time Java, the ECP C threading model included in the micro and mini profiles is a reduced version of the API included in RTSJ. This restriction reduces the flexibility of ECP C easing the programming model and reducing the efforts required to implement the infrastructure.

As RTSJ does, the proposed library supports three types of threads [12]: periodic, sporadic, and aperiodic (described in Listing 1, Listing 2, and Listing 3).

The main difference between the two ECP C profiles and RTSJ is that they do not define the scheduler as an entity included in the API. The RTSJ decouples the creation of thread from its nature: i.e., any RTSJ’s RealTimeThread from its periodic, sporadic or aperiodic behavior and from the scheduling algorithms (stored in the Scheduler entity). The two ECP C profiles are simpler; they define one allocator function per type of thread (periodic, sporadic and aperiodic) only. This way, ECP C promotes de use of a simple scheduling system, based on off line analysis techniques that assign a priority to each task of the system.

Another relevant difference among RTSJ and ECP C is that ECP C defines (see Listing 1, Listing 2, and Listing 3) the size of the stack used in each thread. RTSJ does not include this type of support and by default the stacks are by 64 Kbytes, which are not acceptable for

---

LISTING 1. Periodic thread creation (micro profile, and mini profile).

```c
THREAD *periodic_thread_create(
    void (*entry)(void),
    void *params_and_data,
    long * stack,
    long stack_size,
    long priority,
    long offset_us,
    long period_us,
    long max_deadline_us,
    long max_cost_us,
    void (*error_handler)(long errno));
```

---

LISTING 2. Sporadic thread allocation in ECP-C (micro profile, and mini profile).

```c
THREAD *sporadic_thread_create(
    void (*entry)(void),
    void *params_and_data,
    long * stack,
    long stack_size,
    long priority,
    long offset_us,
    long period_us,
    long max_deadline_us,
    long max_cost_us,
    long mit_policy,
    long queue_length_max,
    void (*error_handler)(long errno));
```

---
small devices with reduced memory footprints (with less than 32 Kbytes).

The periodic thread allocation function (Listing 1) defines the function invoked in each activation (entry), a pointer to the application thread parameters (params and data) available for the thread, a pointer to the stack (stack), the size of the stack (stack size), the priority of the thread (priority), an initial offset with respect to the global clock of the system (offset) in microseconds, and a minimum period (period us) also in microseconds. It also allows the definition of a deadline (max deadline us) which is checked at runtime and a maximum cost per invocation (max cost us) in microseconds. In RTSJ, this type of information is offered in a more generic object oriented programming model, which may be extended by means of generic scheduling, release, memory, and processing group parameters. Therefore, ECP C constrains the programming model of RTSJ to a more specific set of scenarios.

Optionally, developers may define an error handler (error handler) invoked in cost overruns and as a thread receives a signal from another thread (see Section III E). This functionality is executed in the signaled thread who should take into account this extra cost as a part of its execution time. In RTSJ, the thread may use an event handler that runs in another thread to handle this signal, while the micro and mini profiles offer a more rudimentary workaround. In ECP C, the worst case execution time of the handler is added to the cost of the signaled thread. This is another difference with RTSJ, where these handlers are asynchronously executed in other threads. ECP C provides a simpler mechanism which does not require another thread.

There is no support for the execution budget enforcement technology in ECP C, which is also an optional feature in RTSJ [54]. RTSJ allows the specification of a budget via ProcessingGroupParameters that allow assigning a periodic budget to a group of tasks. RTSJ does not specify the type of server used to enforce this basic policy; it only describes its period (T), a cost (C), a priority (P), and a deadline (D).

The sporadic thread (see Listing 2) resembles the periodic thread: there is a function, which is invoked in its activation, and a set of initialization parameters. The main difference between both models is within the activation pattern. For sporadic threads, it does not depend on the system clock, but on an external signal, typically coming from another concurrent entity and triggered via a thread signal function. This queue of external events is controlled via SAVE, EXCEPT, IGNORE, and REPLACE policies (see Listing 6) taken from the RTSJ specification. These policies are used to: (1) control the minimum inter arrival (max period us) among activations; and (2) to decide what to do when the maximum number of events (queue length max) is reached. In the initialization, the programmer creates a mask for these policies (see example in Section 4). The meaning of these policies is the same in RTSJ specification and in ECP C.

In both cases, the motivation is to control the behavior of the events received in the sporadic thread through asynchronous signals, sent via thread signal. These asynchronous signals trigger the activation of sporadic tasks from another thread. Lastly, the aperiodic thread refers to threads that cannot offer bounds on a minimum inter arrival time (Listing 3). In essence, aperiodic threads do not define a minimum inter arrival time among two activations. As in the sporadic case, the activation of the task is triggered by a thread signal function from an external thread. Likewise, the aperiodic thread includes a maximum number of events which are pending to be processed. All these policies (i.e. OVER SAVE, OVER EXCEPT, OVER IGNORE, and/or OVER REPLACE) follow the behaviors prescribed in RTSJ.

Following the RTSJ's model, ECP C aperiodic activities may define a maximum deadline and cost for applications. If the cost and deadline are unbounded, they should be set to the maximum deadline of the system (i.e. MAX INT).

Threads may be removed from the system by using a thread remove function. This option is only available in the mini profile to avoid burdens related to dynamic task allocation (i.e., memory fragmentation, and extra run time overhead due to deal location costs).

In addition, there are general functions (see Listing 4) included to access to the information of the thread, to sleep a thread for a certain amount of time (sleep), to force a scheduling event (yield), and to access the global clock of the system (get time and get error in time). These functions help the programmer access to system information; RTSJ behaves in the same way. ECP C also includes functions for starting the scheduling subsystem (threads subsystem start), and signaling (thread signal) sporadic and aperiodic tasks.

In a real time application, threads subsystem start defines the beginning of the application and it has no equivalent in RTSJ. However, other embedded programming frameworks include this functionality to mean the beginning of the scheduling subsystem.

The error handler (Listing 4) of each thread predefines a set of codes used to deal with overruns (0x03), memory exhaustion (0x02), deadline (0x01) and period (0x00) misses. If the handle function is invoked with a 0x04 code, then the thread has been signaled for another thread with application specific purposes. The remaining defined codes (i.e., SAVE, IGNORE, REPLACE and EXCEPT) are for sporadic, and aperiodic threads to configure their input queue of pending activations. Lastly, there is also a specific symbol (PIP POLICY) to describe a PIP (Priority Inheritance Protocol) policy.

3.2. Communication and Synchronization

The library offers basic mechanisms to share data among the threads of an application. The list of high level mechanisms includes non blocking queues and real time semaphores. In addition, it also offers a mechanism to perform atomic blocks executed without interference from other tasks.

```
THREAD\* aperiodic_thread_create(  
    void (*entry)(void),  
    void *params_and_data,  
    int* stack,  
    long stack_size,  
    long priority,  
    long offset_us,  
    long max_deadline_us,  
    long max_cost_us,  
    long over_policy,  
    long queue_length_max,  
    void (*error_handler)(long errno));
```

Listing 3. Aperiodic thread allocation in ECP-C (micro profile, and mini profile).
Regarding queues, ECP C (Listing 5) allows the programmer to create the queue (queue create), to remove it (queue delete), to get (get element) and store (set element) elements, and to access the number of stored elements (queue stored) and its size (queue size). Queue deallocation is only feasible in the mini sub set (via queue delete). The basic model for queues is fully non blocking in get/set functions. It returns /C0 as the queue is full in a write operation, and NULL in a read operation as the queue is empty. This model is similar to the non blocking queues included in RTSJ that approach the problem in a similar way.

In ECP C semaphore acquire() and semaphore release() functions support semaphores. Semaphores are initialized with a PCE (Priority Ceiling Emulation) policy as in RTSJ and with a PIP policy when PCE is /C0. RTSJ offers the synchronized statement as the basic element to control the concurrency. However, this mechanism, which is the default synchronization statement in Java, is quite complex to be the default concurrency control mechanism for ECP C, which opts for a simpler approach.

There is also a macro to mark a piece of code as an atomic piece of code. The idea behind is that the code is not to be interrupted for its execution, so the code contained within this macro has to consist of a reduced number of statements. This macro is useful for low level access to specific hardware and for simple read/write operations. Currently, RTSJ does not offer an atomic section in its API but it could benefit from the inclusion of this functionality within its API. In ECP C implementations, a typical implementation for this facility uses enable and disable interrupts to support atomicity in the macro.

3.3. Memory management API

ECP C (Listing 6) supports dynamic memory allocation via malloc and free statements that allocate and deallocate memory. With the malloc and free statements defined in ECP C, the application gains low level control on the type of allocation carried out. As in the previous case, deallocation facilities are not available in the micro profile because this profile does not deallocate resources.
These functions may implement efficient memory allocators like [6,35].

3.4. External events API

To standardize low level access, the library includes functions that attach and detach interrupt handlers from the system. The approach taken in the mini profile is to offer a simple support to this functionality. This minimum functionality allows both operations: (i) interrupt attachment, and (ii) interrupt detachment, while the micro profile includes interrupt attachment only. When attached, each interrupt has a mode that refers to rising (0), falling (1), or changes (2) in the source of the interrupt. This type of support is sufficient to attach low level interrupts to well known ports.

RTSJ offers an interaction with the external ecosystem with specific POSIX signals mapped to specific Java methods. Therefore, the RTSJ specification may be extended to support the model described for ECP C, to enable a low level access to hardware resources.

3.5. Asynchronous thread signaling

Another feature of the ECP C profile taken from RTSJ is the ability to send signals from one thread into another asynchronously. The API includes functions to enable the reception of signals, and the definition of a maximum bound for the number of pending signals. These signals are processed by a handler in each thread. To be able to receive them, the receiver thread enables its reception in advance via an ATS enable function.

The communication model for the ATS is a signal transferred from one thread into another. The thread that signals and the handler of the signaled thread may run in parallel (i.e. the signaler does not have to wait for the end of the signaled thread). Likewise, the handler function of the signaled thread is executed as a segment of code in the signaled thread.

RTSJ uses exceptions to implement this type of functionality, while the micro and mini ECP C use callback functions for a similar functionality.

3.6. Raw memory access

In general, threads are not aware of the type of memory used to store their data. Only in some specific cases (e.g., to access low level I/O mechanisms mapped to memory positions) it is necessary to offer support to this functionality. To regularize the access to raw memory, the micro and mini ECP C profile (Listing 7) offer methods to read and write basic data types. The model provided by RTSJ offers unique types of memory that may be mapped to different positions as blocks. ECP C does not typically run on a virtual machine. Therefore, it does not need the specific objects included in Java to offer access to memory positions, which are already accessed from hardware.

4. Example application

This section shows a simple example application that uses the major properties of ECP C micro and mini frameworks. Listing 8 and Listing 9 provide a sample application with two threads developed in the ECP C described in Section 3. Its goal is to show a

```c
//Memory management
void* thread_malloc(size_t size);
void thread_free(void* ptr); //**

//External events
void attach_interrupt(
    int interrupt,
    void *(handler)(void),
    int model);
void detach_interrupt(/**
    int interrupt);

//Thread signaling
int thread_ATS_signal(THREAD* th);
void thread_ATS_enable();
void thread_ATS_disable();
void thread_ATS_set_maximum(int max);
int thread_ATS_get_maximum();
```

Listing 6. Memory management, external events, and asynchronous thread signaling APIs. (** available in the mini-profile only).

```c
int thread_read_byte(long position);
float thread_read_float(long position);
int thread_read_uint16_t(long position);
int thread_read_uint32_t(long position);
void thread_write_byte(
    long position,
    long data);
void thread_write_float(
    long position,
    float data);
void thread_write_uint16_t(
    long position,
    int data);
void thread_write_uint32_t(
    long position,
    int data);
```

Listing 7. Raw Memory Access API.
simple application with two threads (sporadic and periodic) that exchange information (see Fig. 1). To activate the sporadic thread, the periodic thread sends signals with the ECP C API.

The application has the following features:

- The first thread in the listing (Listing 8: 04) has a sporadic behavior. In each activation, the sporadic task sends the new counter information via the serial interface with Serial print (Listing 8: 09).

```
00: #include <ecp_framework>
01: static THREAD * signaled= NULL;
02: static long counter=0;
03: static Semaphore* sem=thread_semaphore_create(1,-1);
04: void sporadic_task1(){ //Sporadic task activated with signals
05:  long counter_aux=0;
06:  thread_semaphore_acquire(sem);
07:  counter=counter_aux;
08:  thread_semaphore_release(sem);
09:  Serial.print("[T1] THREAD 1-------\n10:  counter:\t");
11: }
12: void periodic_task2(){
13:  if (Serial.available() > 0)
14:  {
15:   byte incoming_byte = Serial_read();
16:   thread_semaphore_acquire(sem);
17:   counter=counter_aux;
18:   thread_semaphore_release(sem);
19:   result_signal=thread_signal(signaled); //Async signaling
20: }
21: }
22: void error_handler_task1(long errno)
23: {
24:  Serial.print("[T1] Error:\t\n\terror: ");
25:  Serial_printin(errno);
26: }
27: void error_handler_task2(long errno)
28: {
29:  Serial.print("[T2] Error:\t\n\terror: ");
30:  Serial_printin(erno);
31: }
```

**Listing 8.** Two tasks: one periodic task reading from the serial port device and a sporadic task that writes on the serial port.

```
01: int main(){
02: THREAD *th1=sporadic_thread_create(03:  &sporadic_task1, //invoked function
04:  NULL, //task parameters
05:  NULL, //stack pointer
06:  200, //stack size
07:  30, //priority
08:  10000, //T=10ms
09:  1000000, //T=1 second
10:  1000000, //Deadline=1 second
11:  3000000, //Maximum cost=0.3 secs
12:  (ECF_FRAMEWORK_OVER_EXCEPT_POLICY
13:  | ECF_FRAMEWORK_SAVE_POLICY), //MIT pol.
14:  2, // Maximum pending events
15:  &error_handler_task1);
16:  signaled=th1;
17: THREAD *th2=periodic_thread_create(18:  &periodic_task2, //invoked function
19:  NULL, //task parameters
20:  NULL, //stack pointer
21:  220, //stack size
22:  40, //Priority=40
23:  0, //Offset=0;
24:  1000000, //T=1 second
25:  1000000, //D=1 second
26:  300000, //Max cost 0.3 secs
27:  &error_handler_task2);
28:  threads_subsystem_start();
}
```

**Listing 9.** Main code in charge of allocating the two tasks and starting the scheduling subsystem.
The second thread is a periodic thread (Listing 8: 05). It reads data from the serial interface via Serial read (Listing 8: 09). The infrastructure calls this method periodically. Both threads share a global counter (Listing 8: 03). It is incremented by the periodic task (when it reads data from the serial interface), and read from the sporadic task when there are data. To avoid race conditions, the access to shared data is protected via a PIP semaphore (initialized in Listing 8: 03 to 1) with a PIP policy and used by the first (Listing 8: 06) and the second thread (Listing 8: 16).

The periodic task sends a signal to the second sporadic thread to control its sporadic activation (Listing 8: 19). The infrastructure controls the activation of the second thread so that its activation pattern is the one defined in the instantiation (Listing 8: 02 15).

Each thread has a handler method, invoked by the infrastructure in a case of a deadline miss, a cost overrun, memory exhaustion and when an asynchronous signal is received.

Lastly, to run the example, a main function is necessary to setup the whole real time infrastructure. The main function is in charge of allocating and setting up the two threads and starting the scheduling subsystem:

The first thread is initialized as sporadic (Listing 15: 02 15) with a 200 bytes stack and runs a 30 priority. It also has a minimum inter arrival time of 1 second with OVER EXCEPT and EXCEPT policies.

The second thread is periodic (Listing 15: 17 26) and its stack has 220 bytes, and runs at a 40 priority. It does not need to consider its activation because it is driven by the system clock.

Lastly, to start the scheduling system, it is necessary that main invoke the thread subsystem start function. Since that time on, the multithreading runs. Besides, the infrastructure activates context switching, overrun control, and locks abstractions. The developer cannot use this function to define background activities; which are supported by an aperiodic thread running at a lower priority.

5. Empirical evaluation

The goal of this section is to provide an evaluation of the absolute overhead introduced by the micro and mini framework running on constrained hardware. From the application perspective, the ECP C is a source of overhead and indeterminism. Threads need space in memory and take some time to perform context switching, which are sources of overhead.

A prototype of the library was developed (see Fig. 2) to analyze the performance of ECP C. The evaluation consisted of two different infrastructures: a raw implementation running on AVR GCC, and another on an embedded operating system. This dual infrastructure is representative for two common cases: applications running directly on raw hardware, and applications using the services of an operating system to build their logic. In both cases, the empirical evaluation sheds light on the extra time required for each configuration.

In a raw infrastructure, ECP C runs directly on the hardware which is, a priori, an optimal approach in performance terms. With a real time operating system as an intermediate element, ECP C reduces its implementation costs but increasing the overhead instead. The difference in performance represents the cost benefit relationship offered by the abstraction.

Two different prototypes (Fig. 2) were developed for an ATmega328 microcontroller [1]:

One for the naked AVR GCC tool chain included in its development kit (AVR GCC, 2014).

Another for a minimal real time operating system called ChibiOS [14].

In addition, the prototype includes an RS 232 interface to communicate the microcontroller with other systems. De facto, the RS 232 is the I/O interface for the ECP C framework:

In the naked implementation, the RS 232 interface is directly accessed from the tools included in the AVR GCC tool chain. In ChibiOS, it has a driver controlling the access to the RS 232 serial communications.

On this infrastructure, the empirical goals are the following:

(i) To measure the absolute footprint introduced by ECP C when it is directly implemented on a naked microprocessor and when there is a real time operating system in between. The evaluation comprises a double perspective: absolute CPU time and memory.
(ii) To evaluate the performance from the perspective of real time applications. To this end, a specific benchmark was developed for ECP C, adapting previous benchmarks to the new type of applications.

All these results contribute to evaluate the trade off among the use of ECP C directly on a naked microprocessor and with embedded real time operating systems.

The benchmark consists of two subsets targeting different aspects of the infrastructure. The first subset is a microbenchmark related to the footprint of the main functions of the library (Section 5.1), and the second is an evaluation of the overhead introduced by the scheduling subsystem in charge of allocating the CPU (Section 5.2). The microbenchmark explores the performance of the main functions in the API of ECP C. The second subset refers to applications with operational frequencies ranging from 83 Hz to 200 Hz, which have been derived from a previous AUTOSAR benchmark. This AUTOSAR benchmark evaluated the overhead introduced by the scheduler and the RS 232 communications on a set of tasks.

5.1. Microbenchmark results

The results for the footprint (Tables 1-4) show the cost in time and memory for the naked ECP C implementation and for ECP C running on ChibiOS. The results show how some functions take a variable amount of time and memory, which depends on the parameters sent during the allocation of resources, while others are constant time. For all functions, this section analyzes the performance of the different policies defined for resource reservation/deallocation in ECP C.

The analysis starts with resource reservation for the allocation functions (see Table 1). Both implementations, i.e. the naked implementation and ChibiOS provide similar performance in CPU and the memory tests.

The most remarkable exceptions are the thread allocations and queue creation, which are more efficient in ECP C than in ChibiOS. The queuing model in ECP C is minimalistic, while in ChibiOS is more sophisticated, with features not required in ECP C. The same is true for the threading model of ECP C running on ChibiOS; ChibiOS performs some type of operations that are not required for the micro and mini profiles.

Another exception is the memory required to represent the thread, which in the naked implementation of ECP C is not

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time naked (µs)</th>
<th>Time ChibiOS (µs)</th>
<th>Memory naked (bytes)</th>
<th>Memory ChibiOS (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thread create(size)</td>
<td>187.7</td>
<td>195.2</td>
<td>74 + stacksize</td>
<td>56 + stacksize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queue create(elems)</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>18 + elem*2</td>
<td>18 + elem*2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semaphore create()</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malloc(x)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time naked (µs)</th>
<th>Time ChibiOS (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thread signal</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queue set element</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queue get element</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semaphore P()</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semaphore V()</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP FRAME ATOMIC</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gettime(bytes)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get error in time</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yield()</td>
<td>1.7-36</td>
<td>2-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep(x)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread ATS enable</td>
<td>3.1-36</td>
<td>3.1-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread ATS disable</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread ATS signal</td>
<td>2.9-36</td>
<td>3.1-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read byte</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read uint16</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read uint32</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read float</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write byte</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write uint16</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write uint32</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write float</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
optimized like in ChibiOS. The reason why that happens is because ChibiOS uses a specific data representation for threads with 8 bits format. The raw implementation uses a 16 bits format, resulting in higher computational overheads.

The results (see Table 1) show that thread allocation takes less than 188 μs in the naked prototype and less than 196 μs in the ChibiOS. Likewise, the memory required in the queues is 74 bytes in the naked implementation and 56 bytes in ChibiOS. The difference in the memory required to store the state of the thread is because ChibiOS uses an optimized implementation, while naked ECP C does not. The memory required to allocate the stack in simple cases (like example shown in Section 4) is 200 bytes, which is the main overhead of a thread.

Queues require an internal array allocated during its initialization, which takes by 10 μs in the naked implementation and 16 μs when the implementation runs on ChibiOS default queuing systems. The two implementations require a variable amount of memory. This memory depends on the number of stored elements: 18 bytes for the internal queue representation, and 2 bytes per each additional element.

The results show that the semaphore allocation takes about 7 μs in both implementations, and requires an internal counter (a 4 bytes integer) to store the information.

Lastly, the memory management implementation provided by the naked implementation, which is the default included in the GCC, and ChibiOS are constant time (7 μs) provided that no memory reallocations occur for run time. Note that this assumption is true for the micro profile which prohibits resource deallocation functions.

Regarding run time functions (Table 2), it should be highlighted that all functions are memory safe (i.e., they do not allocate dynamic memory during its execution). They also show that in terms of overhead the evaluation identified three main behaviors. The first refers to simple and lightweight access (read/write) functions, which take less than 4 μs. The second refers to complex methods (like ATS methods, thread signaling, and queuing methods) which are all in the 4-36 μs range depending on the type of signaling carried out. The third type refers to special functions with special behaviors. One of them is sleep which stops a thread for certain amount of microseconds. Another is yield which forces an internal context switch.

The evaluation showed the following remarkable results:

The signal sent from one thread into another has a constant time cost in ChibiOS and the naked implementation of 10 μs because in both cases they are implemented from scratch. ChibiOS does not offer such support in its tasking model.

All get and set queue operations in the framework response under 8 μs for both the naked and the ChibiOS queues because they use similar implementation strategies. The naked implementation of ECP C is also a bit more efficient than the implementation running on ChibiOS.

The implementation of the P() and V() mechanisms in the semaphore take different times for the V() functionality. The operating system support offered by ChibiOS outperforms the implementation provided by the naked implementation. The reason why that difference happens is that the implementation provided by ChibiOS is optimized while the naked implementation does not.

The macro used to mark a piece of code as atomic (ECP FRAME ATOMIC) is more efficient in the naked implementation than on ChibiOS because the naked implementation has assembler optimizations while ChibiOS uses a less efficient API for interrupt inhibition.

The functions that access time (gettime and get error in time) offer similar performance in the naked implementation and when running on ChibiOS.

The yield function takes different costs depending on the type of operation carried out. The minimum cost refers to a yield() function that does not switches the thread: 1.7 μs. The second cost, 36 μs, refers to a new thread taking the CPU.

The sleep function sleeps a thread for a certain amount of time. In both stacks, the amount of time taken by the sleep function is the time requested in the invocation.

The mechanisms (enable, disable, and signal) used for controlling when a thread is asynchronously interrupted from another thread demand a variable amount of time. In all cases, there is a minimum cost referred to the time required to perform a change in the state of the thread: 3 μs. This cost increases to 36 μs as a notification to another thread is required. All mechanisms required for reading and writing data take less than 2 μs for the two ECP C implementations.

Results obtained for the resource deallocation (Table 3) show the following patterns:

The deallocation of a thread takes a bit more in the ChibiOS (14.6 μs) than in the naked implementation (9.8 μs). This is because ChibiOS has to remove internal elements not required to implement the thread.

The same rationale is valid for the removal of queues and semaphores: the model of ChibiOS performs additional operations not required in the naked implementation. This extra effort transforms costs from 8.0 to 12.0 μs, for a queue; and from 6.2 to 10 μs, for a semaphore.

Lastly, the free operation in the naked implementation takes less time (3.2 μs) than in ChibiOS (4.6 μs). This difference in costs has to do with the default memory allocator of the naked implementation and the implementation included in ChibiOS, which are slightly different.

### Table 3
Resource removal performance (Atmega328 running at 16 MHz and 32 Kbytes). Worst-case execution times. Maximum precision error: 0.3 μs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time Naked (μs)</th>
<th>Time ChibiOS (μs)</th>
<th>Released memory (Naked)</th>
<th>Released memory (ChibiOS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thread deallocate</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>74 + stack_size</td>
<td>56 + stack_size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue remove</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>18 + elements’sized(‘void’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem free</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free(x)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Allocated bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
ROM sizes for different configurations. Results for the Naked Implementation and ChibiOS on Atmega328 (16 MHz–32 Kbytes). All cases use a minimal application to maximize the performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>ROM size in bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum application on AVR-GCC</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum application on ChibiOS</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum application on naked ECP-C</td>
<td>1684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum application on ECP-C (ChibiOS)</td>
<td>2226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lastly, Table 4 shows the minimum ROM size for different stacks that report the size of the image of a program when it is used a raw GCC infrastructure and it uses ECP C in combination with ChibiOS. Results show that the footprint of ECP C is better when it is compiled in a naked GCC infrastructure than on ChibiOS, which adds a 126% memory overhead. This difference in performance is because ChibiOS includes libraries that are not really used in ECP C.

Comparing the real time operating system and the naked implementations for ECP C, the main conclusion is that the most inefficient approach is the use of an intermediate operating system like ChibiOS. However, given the infrastructure used in the evaluation, this inefficiency is not mainly in the support given to basic programming models, which are close in performance. The microbenchmark showed that most of the inefficiency comes from the memory required for the infrastructure, which is more reduced in the naked implementation than in ChibiOS.

5.2. Application evaluation

The last part of the empirical evaluation deals with the evaluation of ECP C on a benchmark for AUTOSAR [3] applications. This benchmark was initially proposed in [Guoqiang] and extended later in [3] to different Java architectures. For the particular case of ECP C, the previous use cases have been extended with two inter:

The first is to assess the overhead introduced by the scheduling subsystem implemented in ECP C. This scheduling mechanism limits the number of tasks that may be integrated within the system.

The second was to evaluate the communication overhead introduced by the software stack on an RS 232 link, which is the basic I/O mechanism offered by the development infrastructure.

In both cases, the goal is to assess the performance of the naked ECP C and ChibiOS. Therefore, the first set of results refers to the maximum number of tasks feasible in the system (Fig. 2). In ECP C, the number of tasks depends on the frequency of the tasks of the system and the maximum frequency of the timer interruption used to support the clock and scheduling facilities. The results show the influence of the frequency of the tasks (y axis) and the timer frequency (x axis) on the number of tasks allowed in the system. For low frequencies (task set operational frequency= 83 Hz, and internal update timer frequency = 10kHz) the naked ECP C implementation may support 15 tasks running in parallel. For the same configuration, ChibiOS supports 14 only. The difference in performance is mainly due to the internal algorithms included in ChibiOS that performs additional checks in the context switch of a task which are not required by ECP C. The experiment showed the following results:

In the naked implementation and on ChibiOS (y axis in Fig. 3), the maximum number of tasks decreases as their frequency increases because each task has a context switching overhead that depends on the frequency. This is the reason why increasing the number of tasks, the available computational time decreases.

In addition, the ECP C implementation includes a timer that performs small updates (x axis in Fig. 3) in the system. As in the case of several tasks running in the system, the higher the frequency of this timer, the lower the number of tasks that may be hosted in the system.

The second set of results indicates that the higher the frequency of the interrupt, the higher the amount of CPU required for internal system updates (Figs. 4-7). The performance results show that the ECP C naked platform is not able to support 32 tasks with an internal timer with a 25 kHz timer for any frequencies in the evaluation range (from 83 to 250 Hz). ECP C on ChibiOS offers lower performance as in the previous case. In general terms, this lack in performance is attributed to the duplication of functions related to the ChibiOS real time operating system.

The analysis continues by providing detailed information on the cost of the scheduling system (which depends on the number of tasks, their frequency, and the frequency of the timer). For the low frequency frequencies (results included in Figs. 4 and 5) the following results are remarkable:

The benchmark is not able to offer low overhead (<10% of the total) for the operational frequencies of the benchmark. Even when the number of tasks is reduced (e.g.: 1), the timer (running at 8.3 kHz) takes an important amount of CPU time. The rationale is valid for the ChibiOS and also for the naked implementation of ECP C. For this low frequency timer (8.3 kHz), the number of tasks that may be feasible in the system is relatively high (up to 32 tasks) in ChibiOS and the naked implementation. On the other extreme of the benchmark, the results for the update timer, with a 25 kHz frequency, show how the number of feasible tasks reduces from 32 to only 4. The main reason for this low performance is the overhead introduced by the work associated to the timer task.

The results for high frequency task sets (from 200 Hz to 250 Hz) show how the time required executing the sub tasking system increases with respect to the previous results. Fig. 6 shows the
amount of CPU required for the naked implementation of ECP C and Fig. 7 for the ChibiOS implementation. By combining the information of the two experiments, the following results are remarkable:

The scenarios with less overhead, those with tasks running at 83 Hz frequency and internal timer with 8.3 kHz, take more than 40% of the available time to perform task switching and internal ECP C updates. This type of overhead means an increase of 20 points in relationship with the previous low frequency scenario.

The previous results for low frequency task sets show that the system may support up to 32 tasks, which in this high overhead scenarios reduces to a maximum of 8 tasks with applications running at 250 Hz.

As in the previous case, the worst case scenarios refer to those with the highest frequency in timers (e.g. 21 kHz). Previous low level frequency results showed that the maximum of 8 tasks reduces now to 4 or 2 tasks depending on the frequency of the specific subset.

Although the naked implementation is more efficient than the implementation running on ChibiOS, these differences are not very meaningful. The main motivation comes from the overhead introduced by the internal task model of ChibiOS, which performs some type of functionality not strictly required for ECP C.

The last set of results refers to the overhead introduced by the RS 232 interface which represents the basic I/O interface for the ECP C library. In this experiment the evaluation infrastructure has been modified, including a new real time Java node that communicates with ECP C by means of an RS 232 interface (see Fig. 8). For this last experiment, a 2.5 GHz machine with Oracle Real Time Java 1.5 [8] and a 16 MHz ATmega382 microcontroller connected via a RS232 link at 9600 bauds were used.

On the experiment, it has been measured the overhead introduced by the infrastructure on the different frequencies of the application. Basically, ECP C echoes all information sent from the Java infrastructure. Fig. 9 shows the main results obtained for naked and ChibiOS infrastructures:

For a reduced amount of data (1-4 bytes), the overhead introduced by the RTSJ and the ECP C naked implementation is 40% of the available bandwidth. This overhead diminishes to less than 10% for 128 bytes, which is an acceptable performance.

Lastly, in serial communications, ECP C for ChibiOS is 3.5% better than on a naked infrastructure because the communication with the serial port uses an optimized implementation for ChibiOS that allows buffer optimizations. This type of facility is not currently implemented in the naked ECP C implementation.

The evaluation analyzes the impact on the benchmarked applications, which range from 83 Hz to 250 Hz frequency band, performing some I/O operations on the RS 232 device. For all these frequencies, the test measures the total overhead from the total time. The results for the naked implementation and ChibiOS show that I/O operations introduce a high penalty in applications (see Fig. 10):
Even for low level frequencies running at 83 Hz and reduced amount of data of 1 single byte, the amount of time required to process data is relatively high (43% for the naked implementation, and 39% for ChibiOS). For this reason, the benchmark has been extended with new lower frequencies, 10 Hz, where the overhead is relatively low (<10%): 6% for the naked implementation of ECP C, and 4% for the scenario with ChibiOS. Another relevant result is that the benchmark collapses at 0.2 kHz. Applications with higher frequencies may not be running on ECP C because the time they require for I/O surpasses the application deadline. Applications threads running above this operational frequency should not use I/O. This low level facility has to be delegated to low frequency threads.

In addition, the previous trends on the performance of I/O with ChibiOS and the naked implementation upheld in the new scenario. The ChibiOS I/O outperforms the naked ECP C in all experiments.

6. Related work

The related work comprises real time operating systems, and other frameworks proposed for several Java and non Java programming languages.

Real time operating systems have long tradition [47] and there are many operating systems could be integrated to offer support to the proposed ECP C profiles (as done with the ChibiOS in the empirical section of the article). Nevertheless, the initial ECP C choice was to be created from scratch directly on the libraries included with the GCC [2]. Theoretically, this choice reduces footprint to a minimum but at the cost of having to implement low level facilities, such as context switch, as part of the infrastructure. Among all these real time operating systems, two motivating kernels were ORK [18] and SimpleRTK [23]. ORK proposes a small Ada C kernel useful to develop high integrity applications. However, ORK does not provide support for periodic, sporadic and aperiodic tasks that are implemented by the programmer with specific patterns. In ECP C, these patterns are provided by the infrastructure as its core programming abstraction in addition to mechanisms to access raw memory positions and interrupts. The second motivational approach is SimpleRTK, which is based on a previous microkernel described in [34]. The SimpleRTK footprint is similar to the ECP C footprint. However, SimpleRTK is silent on how to support different activation patterns in its core, which is a main goal in ECP C.

Although the proposed models are based on real time Java, other frameworks from other communities should be taken into consideration in the related work section. One of these communities is Ada. This community has extended the basic Ada runtime with support for concurrent facilities [11,40,53]. The subset described in this article has commonalities with previous Ada’s work in a wide sense since both ECP C and Ada frameworks provide developers with a programming abstraction. Nevertheless, the mini and micro ECP C profiles are more particular in goals and in functionality than the concurrency facilities proposed for Ada.

Another important part of the community develops C applications. In the state of the art several frameworks have been proposed for the C programming language [15,38,32], and [51] addressing different programming issues. The language support for concurrency defined for RTC [32] includes a framework based
on transactions, resources, and constraints that may be formally validated. RTC requires changes on the C compiler to offer a proper implementation. Some limitations of RTC have been addressed in [38] where the authors produced experience based extensions used to enhance real time C applications in the context of the HARTIK [13] and SHARK [22] kernels for robotics applications. The bottom up approach in HARTIK and SHARK defines a high level computational model that extends the kernel model into the user programming space. ECP C follows a top down approach, defining a programming model taken from a set of high level requirements mapped to a low level infrastructure. Recently [15] addressed this issue handling timing constraints in soft real time applications. ECP C and [15] share the idea of detecting and handling timing constraints. The main difference among both approaches is that ECP C is more focused on the underlying concurrency model than in [15]. The last piece of related work is mbeddr [51] which is an extensible C based programming framework for embedded systems. In mbeddr, developers use a cleaned up C language with the goal of producing C code able to be integrated with IDEs to perform checks. In this context, ECP C does not introduce constraints in the C programming language but it provides a model for developing C based applications.

The last look into the related work returns back to the real time Java community and two major efforts: RTSJ and SCJ. In RTSJ, the API used to access raw memory and underlying hardware is under refinement [20]. The API proposed in [20] is simpler and enables a wide access to devices mapped to memory.
Table 5 establishes commonalities among the ECP C and other Most Related Approaches. Available in the State-of-the-Art. The proposed ECP C model may be extended with stack overflow, and interrupt overload interrupts taken from the models described in [20] which are still under definition. Another source of influence for ECP C comes from a Java to C translator [44]; this infrastructure allows programming in Java. EPC C performs a similar translation between C and Java at a specification level from RTSJ to ECP C.

In addition to RTSJ, this work has influence from SCJ [28,55,42]. SCJ defines three integration levels: L0, L1, and L2 for different safety critical applications. L0 and L1 refer to simple applications running with a cyclic executive with periodic events in the L0 case, and with a sporadic event based behavior for L1. L2 includes the possibility of having threads to improve the programming model. The ECP C only includes different threads (periodic, sporadic, and aperiodic) that may share resources. EPC C is conceptually closer to the Ravenscar Java [30] approach than to SCJ. Ravenscar Java [30] is a SC prequel that defines applications with periodic threads and sporadic event handlers.

Associated with the infrastructure, there are also a number of benchmarks dealing with real time systems and applications per formance. The benchmark used in the empirical evaluation of ECP C consists of two parts: an ad hoc microbenchmark and application scenario derived from AUTOSAR [5]. ECP C has commonalities with the RTBenchmark [41] which measures the infrastructure quality. The main difference among both is that the benchmarking checked in ECP C is more specific than in RTBenchmark. There are also differences in the footprint of the benchmarks. Whereas the microbenchmarks in ECP C are small, in RTBenchmark requires 89 Kbytes, which are not available in the micro or mini infrastructures.

Some other benchmarks are more general and closer to the application. This is the particular case of Mibench [25], which includes a set of commercially representative embedded programs taken from automation, industrial, consumer applications, net working, and telecom applications. In contrast to this huge benchmark, which requires 300 Kbytes, ECP C has a small application test representative for AUTOSAR applications with operational frequencies ranging from 80 Hz to 250 Hz.

6.1. Comparative
Next generation applications will benefit from having program ming frameworks that may help them to hide implementation aspects of a real-time application. To reduce the complexity of using a plain infrastructure, it is proposed a real-time threading library for C based applications. The resulting infrastructure is called ECP_C and it is designed to offer a small footprint in compar ison to other high level programming languages. Mimicking real time Java, ECP_C offers six enhancement areas: threading, resource sharing, memory management, external events, asynchronous sig naling and memory access. The empirical evaluation showed the feasibility of the approach in terms of footprint and performance by analyzing the overhead introduced by the abstraction into two different infrastructures: a naked implementation and on a small real time operating system.

Our future work is focused on extending the model to larger environments which may require the implementation of the gen eral ECP_C profile, which will have to deal with scalability, and portability issues and its implementation on low cost Raspberry Pi which may run real time Linux kernels. Our ongoing work also includes the definition of a proper distribution model for the ECP_C framework, departing from: [46,45,5,19]. In addition, another open challenge is the efficient integration benchmarks (mainly RTBenchmark and Mibench) in a constrained infrastruc ture with few bytes available, by splitting and dynamically downloading different parts of the benchmark into the constrained infrastructure.
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